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A grunge silhouette of a skate boarder against a brick wall. 1188x2027 You may: a. Use this image for

general, editorial, product, and promotional uses such as: products, software, newsletters,

advertisements, book covers, packaging, marketing material, school assignments, presentations, and

within films or videos. b. Edit, modify or alter this images as necessary for your use. The copyright

remains with the provider. c. Print or use the image for your personal use in any size provided that you do

not sale or transfer to any other person. You may not: a. Use this image in products in which the product

is to be subsequently sold or distributed. Examples include posters, postcards, greeting cards, mugs,

shirts, hats, mouse pads, magnets, art prints, paintings, or calendars. b. Use this image in screen savers,

software, web page builders, gallery, or any software that is to be shared among, transferred to, or

distributed to a number of users. c. Display or post this image in a gallery or library with a size larger than

800 pixels (this makes it easy for people to copy, save, or otherwise infringe the copyright of the image).

d. Use this image in any way that violates the rights of individuals such as defamation, intrusion on

privacy, misappropriation of likeness, or depiction in a false light. e. Use this image in any way that
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violates civil and criminal laws such as those regulating pornography, obscenity, fraudulent schemes,

counterfeiting, espionage, and aid to illicit activities. f. Use this image in a manner which a person would

find objectively offensive including but not limited to usages associated with sexual entertainment, sexual

products, or intoxicating, addictive, or pharmacological products. g. Resell or distribute this image. h.

Reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble any part of a file or accompanying materials. i. Use any

part of an image in a trademark, service mark, logo. j. Remove any copyright or trademark information

from this image, file, or accompanying materials. tags: skate; skateboard; skateboarding; skateboarder;

skate boarder; skate board; skate boarding; youth; teen; silhouette; clipping path; skate clipping path;

extreme sports; sport; sports; action; action sports; extreme; grunge; spray; paint; brick; wall; graffiti;

grungy; male; flip; sporting; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- FREE
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